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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

Environmental

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Sailing, snorkelling, camping, wildlife (water and marine life) watching.

I think it would be sad day indeed if the pristine gulf is inundated with shipping and industry. We already have ports along the coast which could be expanded

instead of wrecking another part of the coast.

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

The Exmouth Gulf is a marine nursery and shipping in the area is not ideal.

Although the Ningaloo Marine park is supposedly protected there seems to be more and more campsites opening up along the coast which brings more people,

boats and 4WD's driving along beaches which affects nature. I worry that the prospect of large cruise ships arriving will add even more pressure to the area.

Industry is unnecessary in the area.Rather than spoil pristine areas, industry should be concentrated in existing ports like Port Hedland and Dampier/Karratha/

Geraldton, which already have the infrastructure.

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

I don't have a business in the area.

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label: 

Subsea 7 pipeline 

Gascoyne Gateway cruise and multi-use Marine Facility 

K+S Salt proposal



Learmonth pipeline fabrication project 

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

So once pressure is on for one project, as you can see from the above list, more and more will be added.

It's hard to stop once you've allowed the first project. Exmouth gulf could end up looking l ke Kwinana !!!

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




